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THE ETHNIC HISTORY OF THE GREEKS
OF MARIUPOL’: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS

The Greeks of Mariupol’ living on the Azov area of Ukraine take their roots from the town they founded. In
the year of 1778 the Christian Greeks of the Crimean Khanate moved on to the territory of Mariupol’ district of
Ekaterinoslav province. They were headed by Metropolitan Ignatiy, the initiator of the migration. Having abandoned
their prosperous Crimea, 18 thousand Greeks obtained an administrative and religious autonomy in the Azov
area. Nowadays the number of Greeks living in Donetsk region run third in its ethnic structure (1,6 %). According
to the population roll of 1989 the number of Greeks equaled 98 thousand people1, but according to the population
roll of 2001 the number decreased to 92,6 thousand people2 due to migrations to Greece.

The scientific interest lies in the fact that over a long period of time the Greeks have preserved their culture,
traditions and language while being a constituent of various ethnic and social systems such as the Byzantine and
the Osmanic Empires. Besides, another ethnic environment hasn’t affected the transformation of their
selfconsciousness badly. The investigation of the ethnic processes that take place among the Greeks of the Azov
area make it possible to typify the most complicated phenomena in the international interactions and in the intensity
of the national and the cultural identity.

Several stages of the ethnic history of the Greeks of Mariupol’ have been described in various reviews and
research works, but still there are a lot of aspects that require a complex investigation.

There is no unified picture of the ethnic history thus far. The majority of research works are aimed at investigation
of ethnic and historical phenomena in the Crimean and the Azov periods. In fact, the pre-Crimean history of the
Greeks of Mariupol’ and the current condition of the Greek Diaspora in the Azov area remain under investigated.

The term “The Greeks of Mariupol’” unites the two following ethnic entities: the Roomies whose language is
divided into five dialects referred to the Greek group of the Indo-European language family3, and the Aurums,
who speak four dialects of the Turkish group of the Altaic language family4. The both call themselves Greeks, but
each group separated itself from the other. Nor did it maintain relations with the other one till the early 20th

century, though they both had a common language for communication – Tatar. The Roomies settled down apart
from the Aurums in the Crimea and the Azov area. They didn’t perform any marriages and had different ethnonyms.
But their confessional adherence to Orthodoxy is one of the main criteria of their being Greek. The investigations
of the current condition of the Greek Diaspora is an evidence to the above-mentioned phenomena being rife
nowadays5.

Here a question arises: why do the Aurums and the Roomies speak different languages? Is it a consequence of
their once being neighbors of the Crimean Tatars or an evidence to the fact that they moved on to the Crimea from
different territories and at a different time? The materials available at present are in no condition to answer the
questions asked. To have plosible hypothesis of the origin of the Greeks of Mariupol’ created, complex investigations
on the basis of a possible historic and ethnographical material sharply bound to a certain territory and certain
historical events are to be carried out. For the ethnic history to be highlighted, it’s necessary to tackle a set of
research trends. In the set under consideration the linguistic, anthropological and cultural data alongside the
Greeks illiteracy are of great interest. No doubt, the areal investigation of the ethnic processes on the coasts of the
Black and the Mediterranean Seas are imperative. Moreover they should go beyond the investigations of the
Greeks themselves. It could result in finding out of cultural isoglosses, lines on the geographical map, that could
show the territorial spreading of a certain ethnic phenomenon.

Nowadays the investigation of practically all the aspects of ethnology of the Azov area Greeks are aimed at the
objects and forms of expression. The emphasis is laid on description and systematization, rather then on the
semantics of the material and spiritual culture. As a matter of fact, the lack of interdisciplinary investigation
principle or any comparative studies bring about a unilateral character of the existing research works. As far as
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the historical concepts, the ethnic history of the Greeks of Mariupol’ is linked with the peoples of Balkan, Asia
Minor, the Crimea, and the Azov area. Therefore it’s advisable to start to investigate the materials available with
the linguistic data. The language is considered to be one of the most important attributes of the ethnic integrity.

The fact of the Roomies and the Aurums using different languages is not yet an evidence to their being
different nations. Nor does the spoken language make different groups of people automatically belong to one
ethnos.

The dialects of the Azov area Greeks are the best investigated theme. Nowadays there are well many research
works concerned with the comparative analysis of the Roomies’ and the Aurums’ dialects. But the structural
resemblances of the Azov Greeks’ languages to the languages of the Greeks of the Balkan, the Pontic Greeks and
the Greeks of Asia minor are not under the investigation. The Greeks of Mariupol’ are bilingual and speak their
mother tongue mainly in everyday life. Multiple attempts of Greek intelligentsia to revive their language and to
develop the Greek literature are not a success thus far6. The decrease of the population is undoubtedly caused by
the ethnic assimilation, but the latest population roll reveals a decrease in ethnic consciousness as well, which
couldn’t but be affected by the state policy of the 20th century aimed at hellinization and study of the modern
Greek language that is in turn not the Azov area Greeks mother tongue. Distraction of the Greek population from
learning their mother tongue has entailed the loss of their dialects and destruction of the ethnic self-consciousness.

The reconstruction of the facts which could influence the formation of the Aurums and the Roomies is to be
linked to the territories the Greek ethnic groups inhabited in different periods of their existence. In fact the ethnic
processes in the Crimea and the Asian Minor various problems of the Greek of Mariupol’’s history is inseparably
connected with are not investigated. These areas are a classical example of the complicated bond of ethnic,
political, social, economic and cultural phenomena. Being at the crossroads of trade ways and the bridge between
Europe and Asia, the areas have absorbed the phenomena of the East and the West. Therefore the ethnic history
can be highlighted only if the forms of interaction, enrichment and correlation on the interdisciplinary level are
worked out. Let’s give it and try to find out about the missing links important to the ethnic history along with
periodization that would reflect the qualitative changes of the major characteristics of the ethnos.

It is the nation’s origin that is one of the most complicated and important aspects of the ethnic history. In this
respect there is no grounded theory of the Greeks of Mariupol’ origin nowadays that could take their split into the
two ethnic groups, the Roomies (the Hellinophones) and the Aurums (the Turkophones) into consideration. This
fact was first discovered by the researchers of the late 20th century V.I.Grigorovitch7 and F.Braun8. The former
referred the Aurums to the Alans and the latter referred to the Goths. The hypothesis of the Aurums’ Turkish
origin was put forward by I.A.Korelov9 and A.N.Garkavets10. But the majority of the investigators of the 20th

century, such as A.A.Bertje – Delagar11, A.I.Markevitch12, I.I.Sokolov13 and M.Aradzhioni14 adheres to the
hypothesis of the ethnic entity and the same origin roots of the Aurums and the Roomies. The scholars’ inability
to carry out a critical analysis of many key moments in the Azov Greeks history is caused by the selective use of
the sources and lack of the complex approach. It is possible to answer the question of origin only if various
sources and literature are investigated.

The investigation of the early stage of the Azov Greeks’ ethnic history have always caused various difficulties
to emerge. The data of anthropology can prove to be one of the few sources that make it possible to approach a
solution of a problem. It is here that the anthropological materials enjoy a sort of dominance over the sources of
other types. The data of anthropology make it possible to confirm the hypotheses that highlight the problem of the
Greeks’ split according to the language principle. Or it may be caused by their once being neighbors of the
Crimean Tatars. Or the linguistic distinctions between the Aurums and the Roomies can be explained by the fact
that they came to the Crimea from different territories and at a different time. It is difficult to make conclusions at
the present stage of investigation because of scarcity of the anthropological characteristics of the Azov area
Greeks.

In the 1950s – 1960s the investigation of the Greek population of the Azov area was carried out by the
Ukrainian anthropologist V.D.Dyachenko15 and the Greek anthropologist A.N.Poulanos16. The investigation was
held in two Greek villages, therefore no sure conclusions of the distinctions between the Aurums and the Roomies
were able to be found. Only nowadays an opportunity of a profound investigation of the Greeks’ anthropology
has emerged. Over the year of 2002 the Aurumian and Roomiean villages were investigated by S.P.Segeda. The
program of the anthropological investigation included odonthological and dermathoglifical methods that make it
possible to determine the degree of resemblance and distinctions between the representatives of the two ethnic
groups on the basis of a set of relevant features. As a result of the expedition work catalogues of anthropotypes of
the Greeks of Mariupol’ at their residence (more than one thousand phenotypes) are compiled. The data gathered
have started to be processed and preparation for the following stages of the anthropological investigation is
continued.

By way of summing up the materials of the first stage, the ethnogenetic connections of the Azov area Greeks
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can be traced. Taking into consideration the corporal appearance of the Greeks of Mariupol’, it is notworthy that
they are bound anthropologically with the population of the Balkan and the preseldzhukian and preorsmanic
population of Asia Minor on the one hand, and with the so-called brand new elements oguzo-turkish or oriental
elements on the other hand. Over all the both groups belong to the South European type of the European race. The
traits of Mediterranean, Minor Asian and Oriental anthropological type are present.

A great expedition work aimed at selection of the ethnographical material is being carried out nowadays in
Mariupol’ Institute of Humanities. The research is aimed at the current condition of the Azov area Greeks. The
research was in particular targeted at investigation of ethnonyms spread among the Greek population, such as the
Greeks, the Hellens, the Roomies, the Aurums, the Tats and the Bazariots. The investigation by the philologist
E.I.Nazariev18 who accentuates the semantics and traces the isoglosses of ethnonyms is of great interest. It significally
widened the range of opportunities of modeling the ethnogenetic connections. With reference to the spreading of
the term “Tats” which is used by the Azov area Greeks one can draw the isogloss as follows: the Iranian (Asia) —
the Turks (Asia and Asia Minor) — the Osmanic Turks (Asian Minor) — the Tatars (the Crimean Peninsula) —
the Greeks (the Crimea and the Azov area).

No doubt, the traditional culture study and its modern state are closely connected with the ethnical processes.
For the ethnical history study the traditional culture is a kind of the mirror, which reflects the ethnohistorical
phenomena. This material can be considered as the basic one. But this trend researches mainly fixed and described
the material and spiritual culture of the Greeks of the Azov area without practically any comparison and distinction
of the Aurumian and the Roomiean Cultures. The exception is made for I.V.Ivanova’s works where the author
fragmentary correlates the cultural phenomena with the analogous phenomena existing on the Minor Asia, the
Trans Caucasus and the Balkan territories. The common life and cultural features were formed in the both groups
as a result of their lasting existence in the borders of the Osmanic Empire and the Azov area. These features can
especially be traced in the material culture facts dwellings, clothes, food) with the oriental influence prevailing19.
Here we can trace the features common to those of the Tatar, the Osmanic, the Greek traditional cultures. But it’s
also possible to sketch the separate areals due to the groups of features which testify the ethnogenetic and
ethnocultural relationship of some peoples of these areas.

The Aurumian and the Roomiean folklore is rich in its contents and diverse in its genres. It is a matter of
scientific interest for a wide range of scholars. All the more that it’s only the folklore samples that have been fixed
by now. Though some research works distinguish between the epic and song genres of the Aurums and the
Roomies due to their completely different genetic roots. S.I.Markov considers the Aurumian folklore as a superficial
character and correlates it with the oriental character20. A.N.Garkovets, who studies the Aurumian dialects draws
attention to their folklore speech which has the Turkish-Osmanic base. In the way of summing up we can say that
the Osman traditional poetry has influenced the Crimean Tatar song art21. Hence is the answer to the question –
Why are lots of the Roomiean historical songs so incomprehensible? – The majority of these songs are borrowed
from the Tatar language. Therefore the language of the Osman poetry as a constituent of the Tatar folklore is
completely incomprehensive for the hellinophones. Such phenomenon isn’t observed in the Aurumian folklore as
the Osman language is close and plain for the Aurums.

Being a source of the ethnic history, the calendar rituals are the versatile and many-layered phenomenon which
comprises the compressed facts of different historical epochs and ethnocultures. In the Aurumian and Roomiean
folklore some temporal periods are personified, holidays being the important part of them. Besides Saint George
the particular respect is shown to saint Foydor, Triphon, Harlampiy, Stratilat, Konstantin, Panteleimon, who are
little known among the Slavs. Though these holidays belong to those celebrated by the Christian Church, they
have the ancient Greek root and in the remote past they were called as “eorte” or “urti” and ‘jorti” in the Greeks
of Mariupol’ pronunciation. They took their names in the ancient Hellada and were devoted to the most-honored
gods. “Jorti” B celebration is obligatory bound to “panair” celebration; “panair” being a patronal festival which
comprises the elements of the pagancy and the Christianity. It includes such stages as a vow, a sacrifice, a collective
meal, a public prayer and sport competitions22. So, the holiday brought by the Greeks from the Crimea is a
classical ethnocultural interlace. In the whole it should be noted that the Balkan Greece influence is oftener
manifested in the calendar rituality than the influence of the East.

As seen from the above mentioned examples, one of the Greeks of Mariupol’ development peculiarities is the
influence of the direct participation of Algean World in the closest connection with the peoples of the Asia.
Therefore the Crimean – Minor Asian and the Balkan regions are definitely to be in the sphere of the scientific
interests of those who study the ethnic history of the Greeks of Mariupol’. It is only areal research work of the
enumerated scientific trends that can answer a lot of questions.
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ЕТНІЧНА  ІСТОРІЯ  МАРІУПОЛЬСЬКИХ  ГРЕКІВ:
ПРОБЛЕМИ  ТА  ПЕРСПЕКТИВИ

Стаття присвячена проблемам етнічної історії маріупольських греків. На сьогоднішній день не існує
обґрунтованих теорій їх походження та поділу на етнічні групи – румеїв (еллінофонів) і румеїв
(тюркофонів). Ці питання можливо вирішити тільки за допомогою ареальних етноісторичних досліджень
в Кримсько-Малоазійському та Балканському регіонах.
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THE FORMATION  OF  CULTURAL  IDENTITIES
AND NATIONALISM:  IMMIGRANTS  FROM  UKRAINE

IN CANADA  AND  THE  UNITED  STATES  OF  AMERICA
(1870 – 1914)

The immigration of Ukrainian people from their home country to North America both caused and resulted in
the formation of cultural identities and nationalism. Although not demanding a territorial state of their own,
people from Ukraine were simultaneously striving for the autonomy of their various traditions and, in particular,
their indigenous languages.

From 1870 until the beginning of the First World War, more than a half million people belonging to the
Ruthenian ethnicity immigrated from Ukraine to Canada and the United States and, almost all have been assimilated
becoming Ukrainian-Canadians and Ukrainian-Americans1. Seeking to establish new identity, these people formed
nationalism that was suppressed (or tolerated) by governments of their new homeland which sought to Americanize
or Russify them in the name of national destiny2. Ukrainians, however, considered the formation of nationalism as
their right as well as the destiny of their people.

Viewing the immigration of Ukrainians to North America as an important factor in the development of Ukrainian
nationalism, this paper focuses on the formation of various cultural identities and nationalism of Ukrainian
immigrants in the “New World”.

The following questions will be considered: 1) were the ‘Ruthenians’ capable of developing their own tradition,
beliefs and languages vis-à-vis the North-American culture?; 2) did the awakened in the mid-nineteenth
century Ukrainian self-consciousness, experience a renaissance or will it assimilated to the North American
culture?; 3) did the first Ukrainian immigration from Galychyna (Galicia) in 1870 – 1914 develop any identities
other than that of ‘local peasantry’?

When immigrants relate the circumstances that made them leave their homeland, their stories reveal the
organization of their lives with respect to family, neighbourhood, region, nation and religion. Moreover, immigrants
and their experiences make apparent the tensions between individuals and nation states. They attest to the mobility
of nation states, assimilated and meet their residents’.

The recollections of the Ukrainian immigrant William Andrew (Vasyl’ Andrii) Czumer to Canada and the
publications by western historians of Ukrainian descent provide insight into the everyday life of an Ukrainian
immigrant before Word War I.

According to the Russian Empires census of 1897, 93 % of the so called “Little Russian” population within the
Russian empire were peasants. 57 % of them were poor peasants, and 30 % belonged to middle-class peasantry.

Without industralization, urbanization and some cultural freedom, nation building and the formation of identity
would have been impossible3. The contemporary risorgimento nationalism was a movement absolutely unknown
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